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History of

and what we do

Teachitright is a leading tuition company across the South-East specialising in 11+,
Independent school entrance exams and English and Maths. Over the last 10 years we
have supported thousands of pupils for both grammar school and independent school
entry and have an excellent pass rate.
We have 14 tuition centres across Buckinghamshire, Berkshire and Surrey and all
children who follow our courses are fully prepared and able to perform to the best of
their potential.
•
•
•
•

All of our tutors are fully qualified teachers
Small group sizes with a maximum of 10 children in a class
Innovative and fun ways of learning
Excellent pass rates

Throughout the year we offer free workshops to all of our parents on the different
subject areas. They include reviewing question types with hints and tips for answering
them and useful materials and resources to use at home. This unique offering is
thoroughly valued and enjoyed by parents.
In 2011 we first published 11+ material with GL assessment and since then, we have
worked with Galore Park (2015/16). We are proudly working alongside one of the
country’s leading publishers of 11+ material, the University of Buckingham Press to
create our own full range of 11+ resources, with the first books available now.

Why is
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

so successful

10 years of knowledge & experience
All of our tutors are excellent qualified teachers
Proven business model with high success rates
Teachitright supports both children and parents through their tuition journey
Excellent partnerships with local schools
High quality service
Our tutors have written material with leading publishers.

“We found Teachitright to be invaluable in teaching our two daughters
and guiding them through the 11+ examination process. They worked
hard, enjoyed the classes and had some fun along the way. They both
passed andTeachitrightwww.teachitright.com
were very professional and amenable at all
times. We thoroughly recommend them.” 			
Parent from our Windsor Centre
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The benefits of owning a                           Franchise
• Supported by a successful tuition company
• Work with a professional and passionate team that enjoy
working with children
•
•
•
•

Excellent training schedule including 5 days of intensive training
Ongoing Operations and Marketing support
Annual Teachitright Training programme
High all year round earning potential with weekly lessons,
mock exams and revision camps
• Flexible working hours to suit your lifestyle

“The Marist School is happy to host and to facilitate Teachitright. The input of
Chris and the team supports and supplements the academic progress of pupils
in whatever school setting they present. The programmes of study provide
structured personalised learning pathways. Teachitright develops the speed
and accuracy required for pupils to deliver attainment levels and results of a
consistently good standard.”
Headmaster from the Marist School, Ascot

Interested in owning your own Teachitright franchise?
Contact Louise Pearse, Director of Teachitright
Phone 07526233109
Email louise.pearse@teachitright.com
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